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1. Translating Experience

It is now common wisdom that Chinese medicine, unlike modern biomedi-
cine, is founded on thousands of years’ accumulation of jingyan (experience).
In terms of consulting the practitioners of Chinesemedicine, Chinese people
generally believe that the more experience a doctor has in treating illness,
the better he or she is. In academic circles, the notion of experience has
become the focal point for both historians and anthropologists of Chinese
medicine.Treatingmedicine as pragmatic activity instead of abstract knowl-
edge, some scholars recently have gone beyond textual analysis of Chinese
medical canons to examine the dialectical relationship betweenmedical texts
and embodied experience in the processes of learning andpracticingChinese
medicine.1Anthropologist Judith Farquhar goes so far as to suggest that un-
like itsWestern counterpart, “knowing” inChinesemedicine actuallymeans
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“personal and historical experience formed in scholarly, didactic, and ther-
apeutic practice.”2 Thus both our mundane evaluation of Chinese doctors
and the scholarly understanding of Chinese medicine have been mediated
by the notion of experience. Although we take it for granted that traditional
Chinesemedicinewas based on experience andprogressed through accumu-
lating experience, we note that this way of characterizing Chinese medicine
is a completely modern phenomenon.
The term jingyan (experience) did appear in Chinese medical texts long

before the modern time. The ways in which jingyan was used by Chinese
people nevertheless changed dramatically when the notion of experience
was introduced into the Chinese language along with Western empiricism.
In this sense, when the Chinese term jingyan was picked up to translate the
Western concept of experience into Chinese in the late nineteenth century,
its own meaning was irreversibly transformed in the translating process.3

Unlike its new usage as a noun, traditionally jingyanwas mostly read as jing
yan, a verb compound. It was used adjectivally to describe a collection of
well-respected formulas of drug prescriptions as being jingyanfang, that is,
formulas whose effectiveness was demonstrated “through testing and being
confirmed.” Therefore, jingyanwas not something that an individual could
possess. Pre-Qing medical texts rarely suggested that individual Chinese
doctors were either lacking or abounding in jingyan, although this is pre-
cisely how jingyan is typically used in twentieth-century Chinese language.
Now that the new usage/meaning of jingyan has become so entrenched in
Chinesemedical language, it is difficult to imagine that for quite a long time
Chinese people lived comfortablywithout it. The problems are (1)Whatwas
the historical context in which Chinese people suddenly perceived Chinese
medicine to be based on jingyan? and (2) What have been the consequences
of that historical event since which Chinese people started to treat Chinese
medicine as if it were exclusively based on jingyan?
By the beginning of the Republic era the term jingyan was clearly being

used to refer to somethingvery close to thenotionof experience.For example,
in 1919when aChinese doctor proposed instituting a certifying examination
for practitioners ofChinesemedicine, he differentiated twokinds ofmedical
qualifications, xueshu (scholarly learning) and jingyan.4 According to the au-
thor, Chinese doctors should be tested first on their scholarly learning. Only
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those who passed the examination of scholarly learning would be allowed
to take the test on jingyan. The Chinese doctors who had experience (you-
jingyan) but lacked medical learning had to attend supplementary classes in
order to receive a certificate. Therefore, while jingyan and scholarly learning
were juxtaposed in Chinese medicine in the 1910s, the former was subordi-
nate to the latter. Elsewhere another Chinese doctor asserted, “In Chinese
as well as Western medicine, the excellent doctors must be those who had
abundant scholarly learning and experience. Nevertheless, to comprehend
the [medical] principles and the concept of qi, Chinese doctors must be the
ones whowere good at studying books.”5 At this time there was no sign that
the basis of Chinese medicine was its jingyan.
The concept of jingyan-based Chinese medicine became prevalent after

the collective struggle between Chinese doctors and Western-style doctors6

began in the late 1920s.7 This struggle formally started in 1929 when, in the
first National Health Conference, the National Board of Health passed a
proposal by YuYan (1879–1954) to abolish the practice of Chinesemedicine.
Being attacked as a group by the state, Chinese doctors organized themselves
into a formal group, mobilizing the National Medicine Movement. This
historic event fundamentally transformed the logic of competition between
the proponents of two medicines in China, causing them to struggle against
each other in the field of the state. This essay will demonstrate that the 1929
confrontation also constituted an epistemological event that gave birth to the
popular idea that Chinese medicine was based on jingyan.
To promote what he called the Chinese medical revolution, Yu Yan,

more than anyone else, articulated and popularized the notion that Chinese
medicine was based completely on jingyan. Following Ludwig Wittgen-
stein’s suggestion to “think of words as instruments characterized by their
use,”8 this essay will demonstrate how Yu Yan and other Western-style
doctors used the concept of jingyan in a series of strategies against Chinese
medicine: to demarcate the evolutionary stages of Chinese medicine, to dis-
sociate Chinese drugs from Chinese medical theories, to impose the social
division of intellectual labor between Western-style doctors and Chinese
doctors, and to preclude the possibility of “scientizing Chinese medicine.”
Because of those strategies, Chinese doctors encountered great difficulty
in reasserting the autonomy of Chinese medicine with an allegedly neutral
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notionof jingyan. Inasmuchas jingyanandrelatedconcepts functioned simul-
taneously as epistemological categories ofChinesemedicine and instruments
of political strategies, the subtitle of this paper is “ThePolitical Epistemology
of Jingyan.”
Section2dealswith thefirst functionof jingyan: todissociateChinesedrugs

from Chinese medical theories. In fact, one of the most crucial and also the
most invisible result of the struggle under investigation is that since then
Chinese drugs and Chinese medicine in general have assumed distinctively
different credibility. Section 3 focuses on an intriguing question: Given that
jingyanwasWestern-style doctors’ tool againstChinesemedicine, how could
so many Chinese doctors also embrace the discourse of jingyan? To answer
this question, in section 3 I argue that there was a sharp break in terms
of Chinese doctors’ attitudes toward the jingyan-based characterization of
Chinese medicine. The majority of Chinese doctors had been unwilling to
adopt Yu Yan’s jingyan-based characterization of Chinese medicine until
Western-style doctors dominated the newly established Ministry of Health
and exercised state power to abolish Chinese medicine in the spring of 1929.
After that, because Chinese doctors also strove to recruit the Koumintang
(KMT) state as their ally, the Chinese doctors had to struggle against the
Western-style doctors in the new epistemological platform set up by the
latter.
Section 4 analyzes the key battlefield after the 1929 confrontation: the

Scientific Research of Nationally Produced Drugs. More than simply two
epistemological categories, the opposition between jingyan and experiment
also justified a highly asymmetric social division of intellectual labor be-
tween the two medical parties within this research program. In section 5 I
argue that, in the struggle against Chinese doctors, Yu Yan not only appro-
priated theWestern notion of experience but also revitalized the traditional
(pre-Western) Chinese concept of jingyan. In this sense the neologistic con-
struction of the Chinese term jingyan belongs to neither traditional China
nor the modern West.9 Rather, the concept of jingyan is a cultural hybrid
created at the moment when Chinese medicine encountered the state. By
situating this history within the context of the global expansion of Western
science andbiomedicine, in the conclusion I take a reflexive stance towardmy
genealogical analysis of jingyan and spell out its cross-cultural implications.
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2. Decoupling Chinese Drugs from Chinese Medical Theories

In terms of understanding the history under consideration, no onewasmore
crucial than Yu Yan. For both Chinese doctors andWestern-style doctors in
the 1920s and 1930s, the notion of a Chinese medical revolution was insepa-
rable from him. According to Yu Yan’s recollection, he started developing a
critical stance towardChinesemedicinewhile studyingWesternmedicine in
Osaka, Japan. SoonYuYan became a determined critic of Chinesemedicine
and finally proposed to abolish Chinesemedicine in the firstNational Public
Health Conference held in 1929. After his proposal fell through and un-
expectedly provoked the National Medicine Movement, Yu Yan actively
participated in every major debate between the proponents of the two types
of medicine. Therefore, when the communist government in the 1950s de-
cided to promote traditional Chinese medicine, the KMT’s nonsupportive
medical policy was often labeled as Yu Yan’s policy of “abolishing Chinese
Medicine, preserving Chinese Drugs.”10 For many Chinese doctors Yu Yan
personified the oppressive force ofWestern medicine.
It is far from accidental that Yu Yan first articulated his theory of how

Chinese medicine originated from jingyan in his essay on scientific research
on nationally produced drugs. Throughout this period Yu Yan’s conception
of jingyan was closely associated with his strategy for decoupling Chinese
drugs from Chinese medical theories.11 In this important essay Yu Yan
organized his argument around a previously unproblematic question: Since
Chinese medical theories are unscientific, far-fetched speculation, and since
traditionalChinese anatomy, physiology, andpathologyhave all proven to be
wrong, how can Chinese medicine be effective in treating certain diseases?
Before answering this apparently crucial question, YuYanmade his position
clear:

We have to first recognize that those utterances about yinyang, the five
phases, and the twelve jing-mai (circulation tracts) are simply all lies, abso-
lutely not factual, and completely groundless. One should resolutely and
decisively put an end to such idle talk and then we can start discussing
truth with him. If anyone is half-hearted about abandoning those absurd
ideas, I am not interested in talking with him.12
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As revealed by this statement, Yu Yan’s bottom line was to repudiate the
most deeply entrenched theoretical concepts of Chinese medicine—yinyang,
the five phases, the twelve jing-mai, and so forth. As a result, the renounce-
ment of Chinese medical theories was the first thing built into Yu Yan’s
jingyan-centered characterization of Chinese medicine. When one empha-
sizes Chinese medicine as being built on jingyan, one tacitly admits that its
theories are, at best, suspicious.
If the deeply entrenched concepts of Chinese medicine are groundless

and false, then what factors should be credited for the apparent efficacy of
Chinese medicine? Throughout the 1920s and 1930s this question was hotly
debated by both Western and Chinese doctors. Regardless of whether one
was looking for “scientific value” or for the “national essence” of Chinese
medicine, one first had to provide a satisfactory answer to this question.
Otherwise one would have no idea how to locate the scientific value or
how to preserve the national cultural essence. Suddenly the question about
the real locationofChinesemedicalknowledge—whichelements ofChinese
medicine shouldbe credited for its curative efficacy—emerged as the enigma
of all enigmas.
In his answer to this most frequently asked question about Chinese

medicine, Yu Yan offered four possibilities.13 The first, not surprisingly,
was the efficacy of Chinese drugs. The second was Chinese doctors’ jingyan
of prescribing drugs. Third, patients occasionally recover by themselves
without any help from medicine. The fourth was the psychological effect
of doctors’ authoritative diagnosis and prediction. The last two are no more
than suggestions that Chinese medicine is inefficacious. Therefore Yu Yan
attributed the efficacy of Chinese medicine to its “facts”: Chinese drugs
and jingyan. Yu Yan further asserted that, with regard to the curative effi-
cacy of Chinese medicine, “its theories and facts are two distinctly different
things.”14At the timeYuYan singled outChinese drugs and jingyan to be the
real essence of Chinese medicine, he decoupled them from Chinese medical
theories. Elaborating on this point, Yu Yan argued,

What do we really want to achieve when we are conducting research on
Chinese drugs? In the ancient times, when the medicine just originated,
drugs were one of the several therapeutic means. Certain drugs were
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effective in treating certain diseases and certain diseases could be cured
by some drugs. This [kind of knowledge] was actually discovered by the
aborigines’ jingyan. . . . It was discovered by human beings’ instincts and
hadno relation at all to the theorieswhich camemuch later.Therefore, the
compilers of Chinese Materia Medica always spoke in a very straightfor-
ward fashion. Those compilers only recorded the “factual information”
(dangran) of drugs while refraining themselves from “speculating about
the reasons” (suoyiran) why those drugs work, because they realized that
what they knew about drugs was based on jingyan and they had no theory
to offer.15

Thus, as Yu Yan argued, in two senses the jingyan of Chinese medicine was
unrelated to theChinesemedical theories. First, rather than being guided by
theory, one acquires jingyan through the instinctive testing of Chinese drugs.
Elsewhere, to emphasize the instinctive, pretheorized nature of jingyan, Yu
Yanwent so far as to compare the “aborigines’ jingyan” to animals’ instinctive
behaviors.16 ForYuYan, precisely because Chinese drugswere based on this
instinctive jingyan, the so-called Chinese drugs in fact were not particularly
Chinese except that they happened to be produced in China. Therefore Chi-
nese drugs should be correctly namedGuochan yaowu (Nationally Produced
Drugs). In this sense, Yu Yan’s conception of jingyan was instrumental for
his project Scientific Research on Nationally Produced Drugs.
Second, Yu Yan suggested the existence of a special sort of jingyan that

precedes any theoretical framework. In fact, for Yu Yan, only this specific
kind of jingyan deserved serious study because it had not been polluted
by unscientific Chinese medical theories. The existence of the pretheory
jingyan is not only crucial to the epistemology of Chinese medicine but also
verifiable in its history. According to Yu Yan, the Song dynasty was the
historical turning point for Chinese medicine because thereafter speculative
medical theories were added onto the jingyan. As Yu Yan pointed out,

Since the Song dynasty the discussion of prescribing drugs has been filled
with flowery language but lacked factual ground. Consequently, the ob-
jective and experiment-based scientific spirit was completely replaced by
subjective speculation. Fortunately, the real essence of effective drugs did
not change at all, even though people started to construct more and more
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profound theories.When prescriptionwas under consideration, themain
principle was still “always prescribing the drugs proven effective.” Ulti-
mately, what worked in treating diseases was not derived from the theories
but rather a collection of experience-based formulas. In short, the therapeutic
facts of Chinese drugswere recognized long before people tried to explain
those facts with speculative theories.17

By recasting the history of Chinese medicine this way, Yu Yan further de-
coupledChinese drugs fromChinesemedical theories along a temporal axis.
From his point of view, instead of progressing by accumulating more facts,
Chinese medicine has actually regressed since the Song dynasty.18 With re-
gard to conducting scientific research, Yu Yan suggested that researchers
should focus on studying the formulas collected before the Song dynasty.
Ironically, in Chinese history the Song imperial government probably

contributed the most official support to Chinese medicine by establishing
theGreatMedical Office [Taiyiju], prescribingmedical curricula and exam-
inations, and regulating medical practice.19 Roughly around this period the
social status of Chinese medical practitioners was significantly elevated.20

Partially because of the Song emperors’ exceptional concern about medical
practice and education, the scholarly officers became interested in Chinese
medicine, a discipline previously considered to be a less-than-respected craft.
From the viewpoint of Yu Yan and other modernizers, however, it was pre-
cisely this social elevation of Chinesemedicine that resulted in its qualitative
deterioration. In light of this historical understanding, Yu Yan suggested,

I think that the Post-Song and Post-Yuan drug formulas are adulter-
ated with scholarly doctrines. Therefore, they are very suspicious. . . . On
the contrary, the formulas circulated among the vulgar healers and vil-
lagers are much less deceptive than those prescribed by the literati doctor
(ruyi). We should try our best to collect their [the vulgar healers’ and
villagers’] discoveries, which could be used as the raw materials for our
research. If we pay due respect to the facts discovered by human instincts,
we can uncover the truth of jingyan and confirm its true value through
experiments.21
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As a result of prioritizing this allegedly pre-theory jingyan, many of Yu
Yan’s contemporaries, including Chinese doctors, were committed to col-
lecting those “vulgar doctors’ and villagers’ jingyan-based formulas.” Many
medical journals devoted a column to exchanging those obscure formulas
of drug prescriptions.22 For example, supported by the Shanxi provincial
government, the famous Shanxi Research Association for the Improve-
ment of Chinese Medicine [Shanxi Zhongyi Gaijin Yanjiuhui] collected
six volumes—three thousand pages—of formulas. Its editorial notes read,
“The expertise of Chinese medicine is its distinctive jingyan; the expression
of this jingyan is the formulas of drugs.”23Therefore, instead of simply being
a repressive ideology, Yu Yan’s conception of jingyan in fact stimulated Chi-
nese doctors to take action—to treat their own medical knowledge as if it
were a collection of atomized jingyan, to leave aside theirmedical theories, to
trust those who hitherto were considered to be untrustworthy, and to value
and to collect the folk formulas of drugs. Clearly, the more Chinese doctors
pursued this line of action, the more Chinese medicine disintegrated.
Thus far, on both epistemological and historical grounds, Yu Yan had

demonstrated that Chinese drugs and jingyan are separable, and should be
separated, from themysterious theories of Chinesemedicine. In this picture,
atomized theory-free jingyanwere supposed to be accumulated in amechan-
ical fashion, and among them there were seen to be no systemic relations.
Not surprisingly, Yu Yan’s conception of jingyanwas influenced byWestern
philosophical empiricism and positivism. In terms of its strategic role in sub-
verting Chinese medical theories, Yu Yan’s notion of jingyan functions very
similarly to the Baconian facts of natural history in overthrowing the system
of Aristotelian natural philosophy.24

Aseries of important consequences followed automatically. First, once this
decouplingwas taken forgranted,Chinesemedical theories,whichappeared
to be incompatible with science and contributed nothing but confusion to
Chinese drugs, could be abandoned once and for all without sacrificing the
essence of Chinese medicine. Second, Chinese drugs, perceived to be “grass
roots and tree barks,” that is, rawmaterial of nature, should be handed over
to Western-style doctors for scientific research because the scientific value
of Chinese drugs could not be verified within the traditional theoretical
framework of Chinese medicine. Elsewhere Yu Yan asserted as self-evident
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that “national doctors are bynomeans capable of sorting outBencao (Chinese
materia medica).”25

WasYuYanright to suggest thatChinesedrugsand jingyanhadnorelation
at all to Chinesemedical theories?Did there exist an “empirical tradition” of
Chinesemedicine in the pre-Songhistory?AlthoughYuYan’smodernist ar-
guments are still commonwisdom formany historians of Chinesemedicine,
Nathan Sivin was a pioneer in refuting this invented empirical tradition in
Chinese drugs therapy.26 Sivin argued,

Every cure had to be integrated into the theoretical structure, in princi-
ple at least, before it could be passed down in the literature. Drugs were
assigned to functional categories that corresponded to the Five Phases
system. Their combined use in prescriptions, their dosage, and the time
and conditions of their administration were often either determined by
or accounted for by theoretical considerations. The effectiveness of cura-
tive agents was explained in terms of action upon the various functional
systems of the body.27

Moreover, Yu Yan singled out the Shennong Bencao [The divine husband-
man’s materia medica], the oldest surviving Chinese materia medica, to be
the only classic of Chinesemedicine that was “based on real phenomena and
immune to the yin-yang and qi.”28 In sharp contrast Sivin pointed out that
even in Shennong Bencao, “the drugswere already combined in prescriptions
according to their yin-yang relations.”29 Sivin, therefore, explicitly rejected
the existence of a theory-free pharmaceutical tradition in the pre-Song his-
tory of China.30

Even Yu Yan’s Western-trained colleagues recognized the intimate con-
nections among Chinese medical theories, drug prescriptions, and jingyan.
WhenFanShouyuan (also a vocal critic ofChinesemedicine)was challenged
for having asserted that Chinese drugs are unrelated toChinesemedical the-
ories, he retreated from his previous position by saying,

Therefore, I think that [Chinese] medicine and [Chinese] drugs are con-
nected, and should be connected. However, in terms of doing research
on Chinese drugs and medicine, the most efficient approach is the one
which sets up to de-link this [old] connection. As a consequence of our
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scientific research, the drugs will be automatically released from the old
connections [with Chinese medical theories] and assimilated into new
connections.31

As revealed by Fan Shouyuan’s concession, when he and Yu Yan discussed
the relationship between Chinese medical theories, drugs, and jingyan, their
concern went far beyond either an epistemology or a history of Chinese
medicine. They intended to provide a system of vocabularies, concepts, and
research agendas that could be used to regulate the current scientific prac-
tice as well as shape the future of Chinese medicine. They might also have
realized that Chinese medical knowledge does not reside exclusively on the
levels of Chinese drugs and pretheory jingyan. However,Western-style doc-
tors wanted their contemporaries to treat any valuable elements of Chinese
medicine as if they were either rawmaterials in nature or pretheory jingyan,
that is, objects for their scientific research.

3. Why Did Chinese Doctors Embrace Jingyan?

Thus far I have demonstrated how Yu Yan and otherWestern-style doctors
used the concept of jingyan as a tool in a series of strategies against Chinese
medicine.Those strategieswere reasonable objectives forWestern-style doc-
tors. The problem is that in the 1920s and 1930s,Western-style doctors were
not the only people advocating these ideas. On the contrary, many Chinese
doctors actively promoted the idea that Chinese medicine was based on
jingyan. How could so many Chinese doctors adopt the same discourse as
that which was designed to discredit Chinese medicine?
Initially, many Chinese doctors did resist Yu Yan’s opposition between

Chinese jingyan andWestern experiment. Since the late nineteenth century
many Chinese doctors had asserted that the realm of Chinese medicine was
simply beyond the horizon of materialistic Western medicine, let alone its
experimental approach. Because they were unwilling to accept the inferior
position implied by this antithesis, Chinese doctors who did see the power
of experiment often claimed that Chinese medicine had its own experi-
ments. In 1925, when the Society for Advancement of Education passed
the resolution that schools of Chinese medicine should be assimilated into
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the national school system, Chinese doctors explicitly stated in their pro-
posal that Chinese medicine had its own experiments.32 In response Yu
Yan wrote “ADenunciation of the Proposal for Old-Style Medical Schools”
[“Jiuyi Xuexiao Xitongan Boyi”], in which he refuted Chinese doctors’ ar-
guments point by point, especially this claim.33 Unlike his prior theoretical
attack on Chinese medicine, which was ignored by the majority of Chinese
doctors, Yu Yan’s “Denunciation” was immediately met with counterat-
tacks and heated debate fromChinese doctors.34 Interestingly, in his lengthy
rebuttal Mengsou (a famous conservative Chinese doctor) singled out Yu
Yan’s opposition between experiment and jingyan to be the one point “most
incomprehensible.”35 Another Chinese doctor saw no point in making a
clear-cut distinction between jingyan and experiment.36 In 1925 the opposi-
tion between jingyan and experiment was still a subject of contention and
Yu Yan was struggling to impose his vision.
As late as the springof 1929YuYan still strove to convince theChinesepeo-

pleof theabsurdityofChinesemedical theories. In1928YuYanpublishedhis
“Construction and Destruction in the Chinese Medical Revolution,” which
was the first of a series of his articles that hadmedical revolution in their titles.
In that article Yu Yan still advocated “destroying” yin-yang, the five phases,
and the twelve jing-mai as well as the “five zhang and the six fu (visceral
systems of function) and the six qi.”37 Although Yu Yan had attacked those
concepts since he published “A Critique of Divine Pivot and Basic Ques-
tions” in 1917, on the eve of the coming confrontation Yu Yan clearly still
saw those theoretical concepts as stubbornly opposing the Chinese medical
revolution.
This situation changed dramatically on 25 February 1929 when the Na-

tional Board of Health passed Yu Yan’s famous proposal for abolishing
Chinese medicine. As I have described elsewhere,38 to block this resolu-
tion, Chinese doctors mobilized a mass demonstration in Shanghai on 17
March. The Chinese doctors’ demonstration was reported to be the most
phenomenal mass movement since the chaos of the warlord period. Inside
the assembly hall a pair of giant posters hung on thewall: “AdvocateChinese
medicine to prevent cultural invasion” and “Advocate Chinese drugs to pre-
vent economic invasion.”39 In the height of nationalist sentiments, Chinese
doctors subscribed to the rhetoric of cultural nationalism.40 On the last day
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of their protest, on behalf of the urgently established National Federation
of theMedical and Pharmaceutical Associations, Chinese doctors published
their petition in all themajor national newspapers. Part of the petition read,

Chinesemedicine does have excellent curative efficacy.Unfortunately, be-
cause the theories [ofChinesemedicine] are incompatiblewith science, the
international scholarly community does not believe in Chinese medicine.
Nevertheless, this is precisely theway thatmedicineoriginates: peoplefirst
recognize the curative efficacy from their jingyan and then try to explain
the effectswith [theoretical] ideas.Although the resultingmedicinemight
appear philosophical and speculative, its curative efficacy is genuine.41

Western-style doctors almost could not believe their eyes. Quoting word-
for-word from this petition, Wang Qizhang (?–1955), a major critic of Chi-
nese medicine, could not help bursting with excitement: “Alas! The above
is precisely what we have been longing to hear from the practitioners of the
Old-style Medicine—the ideas that we have endeavored to popularize, the
veryprinciples onwhichourgovernment is currently reforming the situation
[of Old-style Medicine], and the reasons that the National Board of Health
passed the resolution to abolish Old-style Medicine.”42 Wang Qizhang did
not exaggerate the case. If one glances at the Western-style doctors’ volu-
minous and often repetitive medical critiques of Chinese medicine, one will
recognize that this important petition reads almost like a paraphrase of Yu
Yan’s arguments against Chinese medicine. Since this was also the first time
in history that Chinese doctors had succeeded in organizing their own na-
tional federation, this petition represented their collective, official opinion
about the nature of their own practice. In this sense, while Chinese doctors
succeeded in mobilizing the National Medicine Movement and tabled Yu
Yan’s proposal, they also made a grand strategic retreat in their ideological
campaign. After the events of the spring of 1929, Yu Yan’s vision of Chinese
medicinewasgenerally acceptedbybothmedicalmodernizers andadvocates
of theNationalMedicineMovement. Therefore, while no one knew for sure
if Chinese medicine was correctly characterized this way, this petitionmade
it clear that from then on the two groups of doctors would have to compete
in a new “epistemological” platform set up by the medical modernizers.
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Chinese doctors had no better choice than to embrace the jingyan-centered
characterization. At that time their deeply entrenched concepts—yin-yang,
the five phases, and qi—had been coded as the opposite of science. As Zhao
Hongjun correctly points out, from the end of the nineteenth century there
existed a prevalent attitude against yin-yang and the five phases in every
aspect of traditional Chinese culture. Long before the 1920s, progressive
intellectuals had already reached the consensus that yin-yang and the five
phaseswere mysterious and should be abandoned once and for all. Precisely
because of this scientism-dominated cultural context YuYan dared to assert,
“If anyone is half-hearted about abandoning those absurd ideas, I am not
interested in talking with him.”43 By no means did Yu Yan start this trend,
not even in the field of Chinese medicine. When the struggle under consid-
eration took shape in the mid-1920s, there was no serious debate between
medicalmodernizers andChinese doctors on this issue.44ThereforeChinese
doctors had two mutually exclusive options: (1) defending yin-yang and the
five phases, a stance that was generally perceived to be antiscience, and (2)
denouncing yin-yang and the five phases and claiming that the real essence of
Chinese medicine was not its medical theories but its drugs and theory-free
jingyan. After the spring of 1929 the mainstream of Chinese doctors—those
most active in organizing their professional association and recruiting the
KMT state support—adopted the latter strategy and committed themselves
to scientizing Chinese medicine.
The most salient example of the latter strategy may be found in the Chi-

nese doctor Chen Cunren. Chen was definitely one of the central figures
of the National Medicine Movement; he not only instigated the 17 March
demonstration but also carried the Chinese doctors’ petition to the KMT’s
national conference. After Yu Yan’s proposal was blocked, the Ministry of
Health invited Chen to serve as a consultant.More than a political activist, in
1935 Chen published the product of ten years of his labor: The Dictionary of
ChineseMateriaMedica [Zhongguo Yaoxue Dacidian],45 which evenWestern-
trained scientists considered to be a masterpiece.46 The first sentence of
Chen’s preface reads, “Chinese medicine originated from the thousands of
years’ accumulation of jingyan.”47 In his editorial notesChen explicitly stated
his principles of editing: “This dictionary emphasizes practical theory over
speculation. The metaphysical theories of the five phases, which have been
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established since the Jing andYuan dynasties, are treated absolutely as an ob-
stacle to [the development of] Chinese materia medica. I tried my best to get
rid of them.”48 Clearly, Yu Yan’s concept of jingyan allowed Chinese doctors
such asChen todefend the value ofChinesemedicinewhile distancing them-
selves from the allegedly unscientific Chinese medical theories. In this sense
it is hard to tell if Chinese doctors such as Chen Cunren were voluntarily or
involuntarily adopting the latter strategy in their March demonstration. On
one hand, they seemed to have been voluntarily adopting the strategy, be-
cause they continued actively advocating this view afterward. On the other
hand, it is also crucial to point out that Chinese doctors were forced to accept
the latter strategy because the two exclusive options were strategically set up
by Western-style doctors from the outset. Chinese doctors had struggled to
avoid choosing between these two options until Western-style doctors exer-
cised the state administrative power to suppress them. In the final analysis,
the strategy of the dominated was also the result of domination.

4. Experience vs. Experiment

What were the consequences of Chinese doctors’ openly embracing the
jingyan-centered characterization of Chinese medicine after the events of
1929? As revealed by the striking conformity between Yu Yan’s and Chen
Cunren’s comments, after 1929 both groups of doctors agreed on the impor-
tance of investigating the real “essence” of Chinese medicine: Chinese drugs
andChinese doctors’ jingyan. In fact, what YuYan called Scientific Research
of Nationally Produced Drugs was one of only two possible constructive
projects of this medical revolution. Therefore what was at stake after 1929
was no longer the correct characterization of Chinese medicine but, rather,
the specific approach to conducting research on Chinese drugs. In other
words, the problems were (1) how to scientifically investigate Chinese drugs
andChinese doctors’ jingyan and (2) what the role of Chinese doctors should
be in conducting this research.
What helped Chinese doctors to claim a substantial role in scientific re-

search on Chinese drugs was the notion of renti jingyan, that is, experience
with the human body. This new conception of jingyan was made famous
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by the Japanese Huanghan (Japanese-Chinese) school medical doctor Yu-
moto Kyushin. Opposing Eastern medical jingyan with the human body to
Western experimentation on animals, Yumoto Kyushin, a formally trained
practitioner ofWesternmedicine, argued that jingyanwith the human body
was the real foundation of medicine.
Kyushin’s conception of renti jingyanwas immediately appropriated both

by Chinese doctors and by supporters of the National Medicine Movement.
They advocated the opposition between the two medicines as one between
renti jingyan (experience with the human body) and dongwu shiyan (animal
experiments). Because Chinesemedicinewas built on its experiencewith the
human body, they argued, it is more appropriate than Western medicine,
whichwasbuilt onanimals.ChenGuofu, anenthusiastic advocateofChinese
medicine and aKMT ideologist, also appealed to the concept of renti jingyan.
Chen argued, “TheWestern pharmacologists always tested their drugswith
animals, and then put the drugs into clinical use on humans. In order to
study the efficacy of drugs, Chinese had experimented on ‘humans’ for
thousandsof years.Whydo thoseprecious jingyan (experiences) accumulated
for thousands of years not count?”49

To refute the concept of renti jingyan, Yu Yan wrote a lengthy critique on
Yumoto Kyushin. Yu argued that because Chinese medicine is ultimately
based on jingyan rather than on correctmedical theories, traditional Chinese
doctors unavoidably had access only to dangran (what should be the case)
with drugs, without any knowledge of suoyiran (the real reasons why those
drugs work). Basing their medical knowledge on jingyan, Chinese doctors
were necessarily constrained by the complicated and chaotic phenomenal
world in which they gained jingyan. They might have been able to detect
certain regularities from jingyan, but they could not know the true causal
mechanism underneath those experiential regularities. True knowledge,
namely the underlying causal mechanism, resides in a deeper level of the
material world that only experiments can make accessible to researchers.
To elaborate on his point, Yu Yan adopted the example of a free fall, re-

ferring to the celebrated experiments in the Western scientific revolution.
For people who believe in jingyan, Yu argued, nothing could be more cer-
tain than the fact that if we drop a coin and a feather simultaneously, the
coin will hit the ground sooner than the feather. Based on this supposedly
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certain jingyan, one moves on to derive the theoretical explanation for this
phenomenon. However, when scientists investigate the phenomenon of free
fall, they conduct the experiment with an air pump. In the air-free cham-
ber of the laboratory, the coin and feather will hit the ground at the same
time. With the help of this experiment, scientists realize that the previous
jingyan involves another unaccounted-for factor: air resistance. The factor of
air resistance is simply beyond the study of those who base their knowledge
exclusively on jingyan. Therefore, Yu concluded,

Jingyan is intuitive. . . . From jingyan, we can only study complicated and
mixed natural phenomena. We will never be able to analyze those [com-
pounded] natural phenomena and observe how every constituent factor
functions by itself. . . . In other words, in the field of physics, jingyan only
offers us access to compound forces but not constituent forces. In the
field of chemistry, jingyan only provides us with ready-made chemical
compounds.We can never go further to studywhat are the constituent el-
ements of those natural compounds andhow they could be artificially syn-
thesized. Therefore, if we ground our knowledge exclusively on jingyan,
we can only appropriate what is already there in the natural world that
was discovered by human instincts.50

Inasmuch as jingyan is incomplete, unreliable, and complicated by nature,
Yu Yan argued, the appropriate research procedure should go from jingyan
to experiment and then to theoretical explanation. Without the help of sci-
entific experimentation, jingyan could never lead to an understanding of
why certain drugs do work. As a result, beyond offering their jingyan for
research, from Yu Yan’s point of view, Chinese doctors really had no role in
the program of Scientific Research on Nationally Produced Drugs.
Moreover, to YuYan, Chinese doctorswere ethicallywrong to learn about

drugs through renti jingyan. Yu Yan argued,

By way of their instinctual behavior, human beings discovered the [effi-
cacy of ] drugs accidentally. . . . However, in the beginning when doctors
had no clear idea about the properties of drugs, they must have caused
damage to a lot of people. . . . Some [Chinese] doctors treated their pa-
tients as guinea pigs and victimized numerous human beings. Therefore,
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the saying goes: xue-yi-fei-ren (one learns medicine through wasting hu-
man lives). However, those imprudent doctors tended to become famous
because they had more chances to encounter novel jingyan and accidental
discoveries than did cautious doctors.51

All of a sudden the traditional ways of gaining jingyan and treating illness
appeared to be acts of cruelty. To advance this barbaric image of Chinese
medicine, Western-style doctors made famous the saying xue-yi-fei-ren and
accused Chinese doctors of learningmedicine throughwasting human lives.
Instead, Western-style doctors emphasized that only Western-style animal
experiments could appropriately and ethically verify the curative efficacy of
Chinese drugs.
To summarize, the opposition between jingyan and experiment justified

a social division of intellectual labor between Chinese doctors andWestern-
style doctors. While embodying thousands of years of jingyan, Chinese doc-
tors were not qualified to do “scientific” research on Chinese drugs and
would be perceived to be unethical if they continued learning medicine by
way of renti jingyan. Although there was a national consensus on investigat-
ing Chinese drugs and while the Academia Sinica had decided to establish
a Chinese Drugs Research Institute, Chinese doctors really had nothing to
celebrate. On the other hand, without any training in Chinese medicine,
Western-style doctors had enjoyed a legitimate monopoly over the means
of producing knowledge. The lack of knowledge among the Western-style
doctors did not matter, since now even Chinese doctors themselves agreed
that Chinese medical theories were completely irrelevant to Chinese drugs.
Therefore it became self-evident that “only scientists can scientifically study
Chinese drugs.”52

5. Disembodying Experience

Instead of passively accepting Yu Yan’s conception of jingyan, after the
1929 confrontation many Chinese doctors actively appropriated the no-
tion of jingyan to support their projects of reforming Chinese medicine. As
these Chinese doctors endeavored to “put in order” the jingyan of Chinese
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medicine, they found that they had to renegotiate the very notion of jingyan
to make it serve as the basis of Chinese medicine.
No one could be more exposed to this paradox than the reform-minded

Chinese doctor Lu Yuanlei (1894–1955). When the semiofficial Institute
of National Medicine (Guoyi Guan) was established by the KMT state in
1931, the first article of its constitution read, “This institute has the objective
of choosing scientific methods to put in order Chinese medicine and phar-
macy, improve treatment of disease, and improvemethods ofmanufacturing
drugs.”53 Based on this article, a year later the Institute ofNationalMedicine
entrusted Lu Yuanlei to draft “The Proposal for Sorting out Chinese Medi-
cal and Pharmaceutical Learning” [“Ni Guoyiyao Xueshu Zhengli Dagang
Caoan”].54 To ensure his vision of scientizing Chinesemedicine, Lu Yuanlei
insisted on first establishing five preconditions for the proposal. One pre-
condition postulated a crucial division betweenminglun (nomenclature and
theory) and fangfa (method) in Chinesemedicine. According to Lu, in terms
of Chinese medical texts, the medical canons (yijing) belong tominglun, and
both canonical formulas ( jingfang) and Chinese materia medica (bencao)
belong to fangfa.55 Most interestingly, Lu explicitly pointed out that “Chi-
nese doctors had never mentioned any similar division between minglun
and fangfa in Chinese medicine. For the sake of elaboration, I invented [this
division].”
While Lu admitted that it was an invented division, he did not hesitate

to suggest adopting distinctively different approaches tominglun and fangfa.
He emphasized that “to put in order [Chinesemedicine], theminglunhave to
be substantially changed.With regard to fangfa,we only need to verifywhich
ones were more certain and effective.”56 Then Lu Yuanlei concluded,

In terms of the current project of reorganizing National Medicine, what
we wanted to find was scientific explanation for the fangfawhich had al-
ready been verified in jingyan (experience). The fangfawhichwas demon-
strated efficacious in jingyan was also an object in the natural world. We
use the known scientific principles to understand the cause of these phe-
nomena and create new scientific knowledge.57

Lu Yuanlei had largely accepted Yu Yan’s jingyan-based characteriza-
tion of Chinese medicine discussed in the preceding sections. For him a
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substantial part of scientizing Chinese medicine meant transforming Chi-
nesemedicine into a set of research objects for theWestern-style doctors and
scientists. In the very process of converting Chinese medicine into objects of
scientific research, Lu Yuanlei as well as many other Chinese doctors had
instituted a previously nonexistent split between Chinese medical theories
and practice.
During the time that the Institute ofNationalMedicine releasedLuYuan-

lei’s proposal for public comments, Chinese doctors scrutinized every detail
of the reform project. Revealingly, almost none of them took issue with the
newly invented division. Later,when the Institute ofNationalMedicine pro-
mulgated its official proposal, among Lu Yuanlei’s five preconditions only
this division survived. Agreeing with Lu’s draft, the official proposal treated
minglun and fangfa as categorically different. It is fair to say that by this
time this radical division between Chinese medical theory and practice had
become common sense for Chinese doctors.
Paradoxically, almost everyChinese doctor knewverywell that in practice

it was very difficult, if not impossible, to disentangle jingyan from the so-
called Chinese medical theories. Tan Cizhong (1897–1955), another enthu-
siastic advocate of scientizing Chinese medicine, also asserted that Chinese
medicine could be appropriately separated into three branches:metaphysical
theories, jingyan, and drugs.58 However, at the same time Tan emphasized
the entwiningnature of jingyan and the so-calledmetaphysical theories in the
clinicalpracticeof symptomdifferentiationand the therapeutic treatments.59

Tanargued that “the concepts ofblood, qi, yin yang, depletion repletion, exterior
interior, branch root, dryness wetness, wind phlegm do not belong tometaphys-
ical theories but rather illness symptoms.”60 In this sense Tan’s conception of
jingyanwas inseparable fromtheallegedlymetaphysical concepts of yin-yang,
qi, blood, and so forth.
Tan Cizhong’s revised conception of jingyan allowed him to create a posi-

tive role for jingyan as well as for Chinese doctors. To highlight the heuristic
value of jingyan in conducting scientific research on Chinese drugs, Tan
Cizhong submitted to the Academia Sinica an essay titled “Pharmaceuti-
cal Experiments Should Not Ignore Experience.”61 Moreover, in his public
letter to Yu Yan, Tan Cizhong argued that if Western-style doctors really
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wanted to comprehend the Chinese medical jingyan, they had to personally
embody this experience.62

Tan Cizhong had finally touched on the characteristic dimension of the
contemporary conception of jingyan, that is, experience as embodied skill.
Curiously, these bodily, inarticulate, and even personal connotations of
jingyan thus far had been completely left out of the discussion. When Yu
Yan, Lu Yuanlei, Tan Cizhong, and many other Chinese doctors discussed
jingyan in Chinese medicine, they almost always referred to the formulas of
drug prescriptions. In sharp contrast, when contemporary historical studies
examine the role of jingyan in practicing Chinese medicine in premodern
China, they build their argument on the basis ofmedical case histories (yian),
a genre ofmedical text emerging in theMingdynasty.63Apparently, Chinese
doctors’ conception of jingyan in the 1930s substantially deviated from the
premodern idea suggested by contemporary scholarship.
This strong preference for articulated, impersonal medical knowledge

was part of the struggle under investigation. Even before the struggle took
place in the late 1920s,Westerners had ridiculed Chinesemedicine for being
“unteachable.” Liang Qichao, arguably the most important intellectual at
the end of the Qing dynasty, once commented, “With regard to [Chinese]
medicine, I do not dare to suggest that there have not been any discoveries
in the history of China. Rather, I believe that there did exist some excellent
doctors. However, they [those renowned masters] simply could not pass on
[their knowledge] to other people.”64Pondering Liang Qiuchao’s comment,
YunTieqiao (1878–1935), the famous reformerofChinesemedicine, stated,

If the medicine is really excellent, there is no reason that it can not be
taught to other people. It must be the case that what is comprehended
by one’s own mind is not comprehensible to other people. Therefore, the
medical doctrine is not passed on. If that is the case, [Chinese medicine
is not teachable] not because its skill is too subtle to articulate into words.
Rather, it is because the theories of Chinese medicine are not completely
comprehensible. . . . [The medical theory] that I want to pursue is the
one that can be completely comprehensible to myself as well as to other
people.65
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Rather than valorizing the subtlety of Chinese medicine, Yun Tieqiao saw
its “unteachability” as a crucial weakness of Chinese medical theories. In his
critical review of Yun’s book, Yu Yan singled out this statement as a sign
that Yun Tieqiao’s reform effort had been moved onto the right track. In
Yu Yan’s words, now Yun realized “a theory must be incorrect if it can not
be comprehensible to oneself as well as to other people.”66 As revealed by
this exchange, both Yu Yan and Yun Tieqiao were very concerned about
the intersubjectivity of medical knowledge. More importantly, for them the
intersubjectivity of medical knowledge was secured precisely by guarding
against anything that in principle cannot be articulated, including the per-
sonal, embodied jingyan.
The emphasis on articulate, intersubjective medical knowledge revealed

itself most clearly in the changing meaning of the traditional idiom yizhe
yiye,67 that is, medicine is about ideas. Although this idiom first appeared
in the Han dynasty, the contemporary doctors often cited the following
conversation that took place in the Sung dynasty: “Xu Yinzhong is good
at medicine. Some people encourage him to write a book. Yinzhong says:
Medicine is about ideas. What I comprehend is impossible to spell out in
words.”68 Here Dr. Xu highlights a tension between the medical principle
that he comprehendedand thepossibility of articulating this comprehension.
This tension arises because practicing medicine always involves a creative
element, yi (idea), which is difficult to express in words. During the period
under discussion, however, bothWestern-style doctors and Chinese doctors
took this idiom as evidence that Chinese medical theory was incorrect and
its methodology was entirely subjective.69

In this context itwasnowonder thatwhileChinesedoctors generally shied
away from this negative connotation of embodied jingyan, Yu Yan was keen
to call attention to it. ComparingChinese doctors to seasoned helmsmen, Yu
Yan suggested,

When Chinese doctors prescribe drugs, they rely completely on jingyan.
. . . For example, our countrymenmake a living as helmsmen. On a small
boat, sailing to the distant oceans, [they] find that the sky and the ocean
merge into one. However, glancing at the water, the “experienced” cap-
tain immediately recognizes where he is. Noticing a piece of cloud, he
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realizes how many hours have passed, what will be the direction of the
wind, whether it is going to rain or snow. Their predictions are always
correct. . . . They are illiterate, never learn astronomyor geography.Their
knowledge all comes from jingyan. That is also the way Chinese doctors
learn to prescribe drugs.70

Having quoted Yu Yan at length, I want to make sure that I have not
overinterpreted him. The jingyan in the above paragraph is distinctively dif-
ferent from the constant trajectory of natural phenomena. The experienced
helmsman cannot say anything in general because his jingyan is bound to the
concrete, ever-changing situations.
This kind of embodied experience might be free from any theoretical

framework, but its transmission is destined to be difficult. Inasmuch as the
possessors of this specific kind of jingyan cannot articulate their concrete
judgment into a generalizable statement, anyone who wants to learn this
jingyan has to embody the knowledge him- or herself through practice. As a
reform-minded Chinese doctor admitted, “it is fair that Yu Yan compared
a Chinese doctor to a seasoned helmsman” because when a Chinese doctor
mastered themedical art, “even thoughhe feels everything to be crystal clear,
he is still unable tomake it comprehensible to other people.”71Therefore, no
Chinese doctorwould be able to hand over his embodied jingyan to scientists
for research, even if he truly wanted to. More importantly, in learning about
embodied experience, Western-style doctors had to submit, at least for the
time being, to the authority of a Chinese medical master and undergo a self-
transformation. As always, Yu Yan was quick to detect a political strategy
in this conception of embodied jingyan: “Mr. Liu suggests, ‘One cannot
comprehend Chinese medicine unless a medical master gave him or her in
person both verbal instruction and bodily demonstration.’ This is in fact a
new strategy developed by national doctors to maintain their closed-door
policy and deny the possibility of scientific research [on Chinese jingyan].”72

As Yu Yan rightly recognized, while the concept of embodied experience
made Chinese medicine appear subjective and personal, at the same time
it obstructed anyone who wanted to learn from its possessors, those being
Chinese doctors. Embodied experience, like many other notions of jingyan,
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functions as a two-edged sword that could be appropriated by proponents of
bothWestern and Chinese medicine.
In appropriating jingyan as a political tool, however, Yu Yan had built

two conflicting views into his concept of jingyan. In sharp contrast with the
seasoned helmsman’s embodied experience, as I pointed out in section 2,
elsewhere Yu Yan conceived of jingyan in a way very similar to the Baco-
nian atomized facts of natural history. For example, he once defined jingyan
as “the unfolding of certain phenomena which follows a regular course.”73

Inasmuch as jingyan is observable, constant paths of natural phenomena,
there is no subtlety involved in either recognizing or articulating those con-
stant paths.
These two conceptions of jingyan differed in two crucial respects: first,

in the length of time required to transfer knowledge and, second, in the
appropriate process of learningknowledge. If jingyan is explicitly articulated
knowledge, such as jingyanfang, it can be quickly handed over to Western-
style doctors. In contrast, if jingyan is embodied skill or personal knowledge,
Western-style doctors must spend a long time mastering it. To argue that
jingyan ismuch less reliable than experiment, YuYan frequently invoked the
complexity, instability, and embodiednature of jingyan. Yu, at the same time,
treated jingyan as if it were a formalized statement of knowledge. To a very
large degree,whenYuYan invoked a “constant path of natural phenomena,”
he revitalized the traditionalmeaning of jingyan associatedwith jingyanfang.
Therefore, Western-style doctors could go both ways with the concept of

jingyan: it is certain, communicable, and public like the Chinese jingyanfang;
it is also unreliable, complicated, and private like the empiricist notion of
experience.While the empiricist notion of experience allowedWestern-style
doctors to achieve a series of strategic objectives in their struggle against
Chinese doctors, the Chinese notion of jingyan helpedWestern-style doctors
to marginalize Chinese doctors in their research on Chinese drugs. Neither
of the two was dispensable to Western-style doctors. Since Chinese doctors’
jingyan could be handed over to Western-style doctors like a statement,
Western-styledoctors couldeasily takeadvantageofChinesedoctors’ jingyan
without “experiencing their experience.”74
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6. Conclusion: What is Experience?

The question raised in this article, “How did Chinese medicine become ex-
periential?” appears not to have been answered herein largely because in
many ways it defies a straightforward answer.75 First, the jingyan concept
incorporated numerous incongruent and somewhat contradictory connota-
tions; thus it is difficult to offer a coherent answer to the question proposed.
Second, the real “foundation” of Chinese medicine remains a contentious
issue, since some Chinese medical practitioners still dispute the notion that
Chinesemedicine ismerely anaccumulationof atomizedexperiences.Third,
focusingonepistemological debates, this articledoesnot evaluatehowdeeply
the restructuring of Chinese medicine actually penetrated into clinical prac-
tice owing to this epistemological event in the 1930s. In light of these three
concerns, my title should be revised to “Why Is Chinese Medicine Viewed
As Experiential?” Restated, how did Chinese medicine incorporate a new
epistemology?
As is well known, a substantial gap always exists between epistemology

and the actual practice of science. Because of this seemingly unbridgeable
discrepancy, Steven Shapin suggested that scientific methodology and epis-
temology function very similarly to a “myth.” However, that same author
emphasized that “a practice without an attendant myth is likely to be weak,
hard to justify, hard even to make visible as a distinct kind of activity.”76

Functioning as a myth, in the 1930s the discourse of jingyan helped create a
badly needed identity for Chinese medicine, which was in marked contrast
to hegemonicWestern biomedicine.
The discourse of jingyan in China did not emerge as an isolated event in

modern world history. With the ascension of Western medicine to a scien-
tific discipline practiced worldwide during the latter half of the nineteenth
century, non-Western, local medical traditions faced the similar challenge
of carving out an autonomous niche from the medical universe increasingly
dominated by biomedicine.77 Throughout the historic processes of mass ex-
tinction, local resistance, and for the survivors, radical reconfiguration, ad-
vocates of localmedical traditions engaged inwhatThomasGieryn referred
to as “boundary work.”78 In doing so, advocates of local medical traditions
created numerous strategies to delineate a relatively autonomous space for
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their indigenous medical practices. The strategic uses of jingyan in China in
the 1930s reflected just one ofmany such efforts, which are simultaneously a
political negotiation, epistemological formation, boundary-drawing work,
and construction of professional identity—all of which are in marked con-
trast toWestern biomedicine and the related positivist theory of knowledge.
Consequently, jingyan concerns itself more with the power relationship be-
tween two medicines than an accurate representation of Chinese medical
practice.
A closer examination of the meanings of jingyan reveals irreconcilable

conflicts among its many connotations. Yu Yan’s articulation of jingyan ap-
pears to be themost salient example. Although contradictory uses of a single
concept would be illogical, any social activity is logical only to extent of its
practicality. In practice, jingyan focuses mainly on drawing boundaries for
two parties involved in a medical-political struggle. Characterized by its
function in a political settlement, the incoherent and heterogeneous nature
of jingyan is its distinctive strength. Owing to its obscurity, jingyan allows
individuals to implement it in distinctively different ways and to create con-
tradictory connotations while still sharing a commonmyth.

Jingyan continues to evolve, sincemyth creation is a never-ending process.
During Mao Zedong’s Great Leap Forward in the 1960s, the communists
justified the promotion of Chinese medicine as a means of glorifying the
“medical legacy of the Motherland.” To liberate Chinese medicine from the
despised “feudal society,” the communists emphasized Chinese medicine’s
foundation on the jingyan of the proletariat class.79 In the 1980s Farquhar
suggested that the discourse of jingyan realigned itself with theMarxist con-
cept of practice and took on a positive role as a self-transforming activity.80

As the jingyan concept continuously evolveswith changing political-medical
situations, attempting to define it on the basis of epistemology would be
counterproductive. Most importantly, the history presented herein clearly
indicates that the jingyan concept cannot be used as an effective analytic
tool in an attempt to understand the actual practice of Chinese medicine.
This concept revealsmore about Chinesemedicine’s self-positioning toward
Western medicine than about Chinese medicine itself. In contrast, any at-
tempt to understand Chinese medicine requires critical awareness of the
political epistemology of a concept such as jingyanwhose hegemonic effects
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endure precisely because theywere strategically planned and organized. Be-
fore scholars and medical practitioners develop concepts more appropriate
in describing the practice of Chinese medicine, we have no choice but to
live with the concept of experience, a concept that Hans-George Gadamer
characterizes inTruth andMethod as “one of themost obscure (concepts) that
we have.”81
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